Which of A, B or C would be a good first move?

Which of A, B or C would be best for White?

Which of A, B or C would be best for White?

Who has the better position?

White to play.

Where is it best to play for Black? Or for White?
There is only worthwhile place for Black to play. Where is it?

Is this game finished, apart from neutral points?

Black to play. Where is biggest?

Which two points are worth playing and which should White play first?
Would it be good or bad for White to play at A?

Would it be good or bad for Black to play at A?

Would it be good or bad for White to play at A?

Would it be good or bad for White to play at A?

Would it be good or bad for White to play at A?

Would it be good or bad for White to play at A?
When to defend

Black to play where?

Black to play where?

White to play where?

White to play where?

Black to play where?

Black to play where?
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Black to play where?

White to play where?

White to play where?

White to play where?

Black to play where?

White to play where?
Where should Black play to defend the most territory?

Whereabouts should Black play defensively?

Whereabouts should Black play next?

Whereabouts does Black need to play next?
Black to play and reduce White’s territory.

Suggest a place for Black to play.

Whereabouts should Black play?

In what area should Black play next?

Whereabouts should Black play?

Suggest a place for White to play.
Should Black play A, B or C?

Should White play A, B or C?

Should Black play A, B or C?

Should Black play A, B or C?

Should White play A, B or C?

Should Black play A, B or C?
Should White play A, B or C?

Should Black play A, B or C?

Should Black play A, B or C?

Should Black play A, B or C?

Should Black play A, B or C?
White played 1, taking a stone. Should Black play A, B or C?

Black took at 1; then White played at 2. Where does Black play now?

White took at 1; then Black played at 2. Where does White play now?

Where should White play to start a ko, and why?

Black just captured at 1. Find a ko threat for White.

Black just captured at 1. Find a ko threat for White.
White to play; what is happening?

Black to play; what is happening?

Black to play; what is happening?

White to play; what is happening?

Black to play; what is happening?

Black to play; what is happening?